We propose an optimization algorithm for reducing execution time needed by multiple pursuers in solving a variant of the Multiple-Pursuer Multiple-Evader (MPME) problem where each evader tries to attack an area defended by pursuers. This problem is a variant of the Multi-Agent Pursuit Evasion problem. In our discussed problem, a group of pursuers tries to defend an area from a group of evaders' attacks. The main task given in this problem is how pursuers can capture or immobilize as soon as possible any evader trying to get closer to the defended area (evaders' target). We use Social Spider Optimization (SSO) algorithm as the basis of our proposed method. In SSO, there are female spiders, dominant-male spiders, and non-dominant-male spiders collaborating to catch their prey. In SSO, there are three main procedures usually exist: calculation of fitness value, the vibrational summons of surrounding spiders, and mating procedure. In this paper, we develop an enhanced SSO algorithm where excludes the mating procedure and propose a practical calculation process for solving our discussed problem. SSO is one of the recent optimization algorithms developed in the computer science field. Developing this algorithm for solving dynamic problem like the MPME variant surely brings a novelty in the computer science research area. We test our proposed method in a 3D simulation environment where we manifest all pursuers and evaders as drones. Based on our experiment result, our algorithm performs better than commonly used methods for solving the MPME problem.
I. INTRODUCTION A. PROBLEM OVERVIEW
Multiple-Pursuer Multiple-Evader (MPME) problem is a variant of pathfinding problem which consists of multiple agents from varied starting points trying to reach multiple ending points, which are usually called as targets. In MPME, the position of the targets can change dynamically along with the experiment. The focus of the problem solution is not on how a single agent finds a path to a single target; however, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fabrizio Messina . the focus lies on how the group of agents as a whole could reach every single target as soon as possible.
There have been some researches conducted related to MPME topic, for example [1] - [3] . Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, researches on MPME problem tend to focus on solving ''cops and robbers'' problem [4] , wherein general, evaders (robbers) tends to avoid and run away from pursuers (cops). In our discussed problem variant, the evaders are not trying to run away from pursuers, but they move systematically to attack an area without concern about their safety. They act as kamikaze troops, which are programmed to attack an area without considering the path to come back to VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ their origin. This topic is still being an open research issue in computer science. Technically speaking, this MPME variant has become a real practical problem that requires an effective solution. One of the real-world problems manifested from this problem that required serious attention is the Multiple Pursuer Drones (MPD) problem in Neutralizing Attacks from Multiple Evader Drones (MED). In this problem, as shown in Fig 1, there is a group of evader drones trying to attack a secured area guarded by a group of pursuer drones. Each pursuer and evader drone can move automatically without human control. MPD vs. MED is a real-world problem that needs a comprehensive research study because attacks from MED is bringing a concrete threat to society nowadays. As drone technology getting more sophisticated each day, the misuse risk of drones for attacking an area could also increase. There are many records showings that drones have been developed as a tool in military battles. Research about the potential misused of drones can be seen on [5] . One of the most dangerous usages of drones as a military tool is its usage as a swarm drone. Swarm drone is a drone technology where several drones can coordinate and communicate with each other as a group in performing a specific task, for example, destroying an area. Some examples of current swarm drone researches can be seen on [6] - [8] . Handling such attacks by solely using human power is not effective. Although there are many anti-drone guns produced nowadays, they have limitations in handling multiple drone attacks.
One of the best alternative solutions for handling attacks from MED is by using the same technology, which is the usage of multiple drones for defending an area. These defender drones are usually called as Multiple Pursuer Drones (MPD). MPD has one main task, which is neutralizing attack from MED as soon as possible to minimize the damage caused by MED to a secured area. Although this approach has a promising result, the main challenge of MPD usage is how to coordinate the movement of each member of MPD so effectively that as a group, they can neutralize attacks from MED as soon as possible.
The term neutralizing attack in MPD vs. MED problem refers to how MPD can prevent MED from attacking an area. This process is usually conducted by chasing and capturing or immobilizing MED before the MED can attack the defended area. Any pursuer drone will perform some pathfinding and obstacle avoidance maneuvers to chase an evader drone. When the distance between a pursuer and an evader is relatively close, the pursuer can capture the evader by attacking it using any available weapon the pursuer owns. The practical implementation on how a pursuer attacks an evader depends on what technology is used by the pursuer; for example, a pursuer can use a net weapon that, when being shot to an evader, this net can capture the evader.
Although there are many methods proposed for solving the MPME problem, where some of them may be mathematically proven to catch all available evaders, some optimization is still required because, in our discussed MPME variant, the effect of the evaders' attack is the most crucial thing. In the computer science field, research about MPME is rarely discussed in detail about how a pursuer immobilizes or captures an evader because it depends on the technological specification each pursuer uses. These types of researches usually use a simplification that whenever an evader is located near to a pursuer, which is in pursuer limited capture range, the evader will be automatically captured. This research will also use the same approach, so we will not discuss in detail how the capture process is conducted.
B. REASON FOR CHOOSING PROPOSED METHOD
We propose an optimization algorithm for pursuer drones to conduct chase and capture movement to neutralize attacks from multiple evader drones. The basis of our proposed method is Social Spider Optimization (SSO) algorithm. SSO is an optimization algorithm that is introduced in 2013 [9] . SSO is a variant of the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. In SSO, there is a group of spiders that collaborate to catch some prey on their communal web. There is no competition among the spiders. All spiders work together as a team to support their group survival. SSO has been used for many problems solving approaches and performs noticeable results.
In typical SSO, the population is divided into 3 main categories, which are female spiders, male-dominant spiders, and male-non-dominant spiders. Each type of spider runs a different role for the population. In SSO, there are 3 main possible procedures performed by each spider, which are the calculation of fitness value, the vibrational summons of surrounding spider, and mating procedure. This SSO characteristic inspired this paper's authors to conduct some research about the possible enhancement of SSO in solving the MPD vs. MED problem. We analyze that the principle of SSO, where there are some different roles among the population, can solve MPD vs. MED problem more efficiently because each pursuer drones can conduct a more efficient movement.
As a consequence, we analyze that the development of this method will bring some novelty and perform better than currently available MPME algorithms for solving the discussed problem in this paper.
Other than SSO, some possible methods can potentially be used as alternatives for solving our discussed problem. For example, the principle of the artificial bee colony, as explored in [10] , or locust search algorithm as improved in [11] . Both methods are based on the swarm-optimization algorithm. Although both methods might bring some promising results for solving our discussed problem, we choose SSO as the basis of our proposed method because we analyze that the individuals' variation among the population in SSO is more suitable to be developed as the defender algorithm for our MPD. As described earlier in our problem domain, our pursuer drones' main objective is to defend an area from the group of MPD's attack. Thus, we need to develop our MPD algorithm with a good defender algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, there is still limited publication towards SSO direct usage for solving the MPME problem. According to state-of-the-art research analysis, because SSO is a new and promising approach for solving the optimization problem, enhancement about this approach toward open research issues such as the discussed MPME variant problem could bring a novelty aspect to computer science research area.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In our discussed problem variant, there are exist a group of pursuer drones P containing n p pursuers and a group of evader drones E containing n e evaders. Both P and E are moving in a 3D space S, where S ⊂ R N . We denote any pursuer as p i , where the position of each pursuer as x i p for i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n p . Meanwhile, we denote any evader as e j , where the position of each evader as x j e for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n e }. In general, we use the term agent to describe any drone, whether it is a pursuer or an evader. Thus, the total number of agents in our environment denotes as n = n p + n e .
Every evader e j has a goal to attack a global target that is guarded by a group of pursuers. We denote the global target as G, where its position is denoted as x G . Every evader's attack produces a damage D at a time t c towards G if and only if the position x j e is in the damage radius of G. We denote the damage radius as r damage . Every evader e j that is inside r damage radius in time t c produces damage to G according to the evader's distance from x G . We use evader's distance as the divisor in (1) because the closer an evader from G, the higher the risk it can produce from its attack. Meanwhile, if an evader is outside r damage radius in time t c , then e j produces 0 damage to G in time t c . Equation (1) resumes the damage function produced by any evader e j at a time t c .
onsider E as a subset of evaders group E which having positions inside damage radius r damage of global target G. In another word, E ⊂ E and if e j ∈ E then x j e − x G ≤ r damage . By using this term, if E denotes the number of E member, then total damage that is given to global target G by a group of evaders at a time t c is shown by (2) . Please notice that (2) can also be calculated as (3) because according to (1) , the damage D(e j ) t c will be 0 if x j e − x G > r damage . In general, the damage accumulation of G during the execution time (Damage accum ) is a sum up result of total damage at each time t as shown in (4) . In (4), t end represents the last time when the experiment is held.
The main objective of evaders E is to create as many damages as possible to G. In other words, E tries to maximize the amount of Damage accum . Meanwhile, the main objective of pursuers P is to prevent attacks from E towards G. P tries to minimize Damage accum as low as possible. The lower Damage accum produced from P vs. E interaction, the better P performance is. Thus, in general, the best performance could be produced in this MPME problem variant is gained when Damage accum is 0. P tries to minimize Damage accum by capturing all evaders E as fast as possible to prevent E from conducting attack to G. In general, P handles E by chasing them, which means moving to get closer to E, then if e j is located inside capture radius r capture of p i , then e j is captured by p i . If a pursuer p i captures an evader e j at a time t c , then e j remains captured for all time t > t c . As shown in (5) , an evader e j is captured by a pursuer p i at a time t c if the distance between them is less than capture radius r capture of a pursuer p i . When an evader has been captured, it is immobilized and cannot create any damage to G. if x i p − x j e ≤ r capture then e j is captured by p i (5) Another parameter that can be used as performance evaluation parameter beside Damage accum is execution time. Execution time refers to the amount of t end needed for pursuers P to capture all evaders E. As shown in (4), t end represents the last time for the experiment to be conducted. Experimentally speaking, t end is assigned as time t when all evaders E have been captured. In the practical world, t end cannot be measured because information about how many evaders E left is unknown. However, in an experimental environment, the number of evaders E is always known. Thus, t end can be used as a supporting parameter to measure the performance of the proposed method in solving this MPME problem variant. The less the value of t end has, the better the performance of the algorithm in solving the discussed problem is. Please notice that although there are two parameters used as the performance measurement indicator, the Damage accum is the main parameter used as the performance indicator because it represents the main objective of the proposed method, which is solving MPME problem variant in preventing attacks from a group of evaders E. VOLUME 8, 2020 
III. RESEARCH SCOPE
We develop a coordination algorithm for improving the performance of multiple pursuers P in capturing multiple evaders E in the Multiple-Pursuer Multiple-Evader (MPME) problem variant. The problem variant we discussed in this paper is every evader in E does not try to run away from P. However, a group of evaders E tries to attack a specific area (target) guarded by P. E act as a kamikaze troop where they do not consider the way back home maneuver. What they do care is conducting attack as much as possible to its target.
This work presents a theoretical work instead of a realworld application. However, the result of this work can be used as a fundamental-guidance in developing methods to overcome the related real-world problems. Because this work scope is in theoretical work, some complex factors existing in the real-world might be ignored. We do not discuss errors that can occur in pursuer sensors or any environmental challenges that may be faced by pursuers in a real-world scenario. We also do not explain in details about what kind of sensors needed by pursuers to chase and capture an evader, or technology needed by pursuers to communicate with each other, or even weapon used by evaders to attack their global target G. There are many kinds of research explaining technology or algorithm nowadays that drones obtain to track or follow an object, or even conducting some obstacle avoidance algorithm, for example [12] - [16] . The communication technology among autonomous drones is also well developed nowadays, as shown in [17] , [18] . Thus, we will not discuss in detail about the above aspects. What we focus on is developing a coordination algorithm among pursuers P to capture multiple evaders E as effectively as possible.
Please notice that there have been some studies related to the MPME problem focusing on the theoretical approach, for example, [19] - [21] . In theoretical discussion, the practical implementation on how a pursuer capture an evader is rarely explained in details because it depends on technology implementation that a pursuer own, for example, a pursuer can shoot a net weapon to an evader so accurately that the evader is immobilized then drop down to the ground. See [22] for more details info about the nowadays anti-drone system. In theoretical discussion, there is no limit to the amount of weapon ammunition that an agent has. So, every pursuer can capture an unlimited number of evaders if the evader meets (5) . On another side, any evader can conduct an unlimited attack on global target G as long as it has not been captured.
Agents in the MPME problem can be manifested as many possible entities, for example, ground robots or unmanned vehicles. In this research, we use drones as our agent manifestation. We set up a 3D simulation environment where each agent can move freely by conducting possible movements of a drone in a real-world environment. The reason why we choose drone as our agent manifestation is that a drone can move freely in any direction in a 3D-environment; besides, it can stay still in a position without having to move like a standard fixed-wing aerial vehicle that should always move forward to gain lifting force. This drone characteristic makes the simulation more dynamics, and experiment results could be more comprehensive. Another main reason for this is because, in real-world circumstances, drones swarm have been used as a real weapon to attack an area. Thus, we hope by using drones as our agent manifestation, the result of this experiment in the future can be used as a foundation to solve real-world MPD vs. MED problem.
Because we test our proposed method in a simulation environment, we use the term iteration to refer time t needed during our experiment. One iteration is defined as a duration needed by each agent to change its position from one point to another point. In our experiment, each agent has the same maximum speed, so, in each iteration, every agent can move with the same distance. If there are n agents during an experiment, then in one iteration, there can be n total movement performed by all agents where each agent only performs 1 movement. We use the term iteration to measure t end because iteration is a parameter that can be measured objectively without relying on hardware specification used to run the simulation. If we use clock time duration to measure t end , the result can be varied depending on simulator hardware specification. Thus, in this experiment, time t is measured as the number of iterations.
IV. PAPER CONTRIBUTION A. SSO BASIC CONCEPT
Social Spider Optimization (SSO) is an optimization algorithm that is inspired by the behavior of spiders in nature. It was introduced in 2013 by [9] . In nature, there are 2 types of spider groups, namely solitary spider groups and spider groups that live in a colony. In the SSO algorithm, the basic inspiration for this algorithm is the behavior of spiders who live in a colony. The paradigm used in SSO is the coordination mechanism carried out by a group of spiders who work together in finding prey and mates. In SSO, the search space is called a communal web. Each spider interacts with each other through the communal web. Every spider works together as a team to capture preys on their communal web. There is no competition among the spiders.
Each spider in SSO can communicate with other spiders by vibrating the communal web. From the results of these vibrations, the spider population can determine the direction of motion of the group, whether to approach the source of vibration or away from the source of vibration. This algorithm is a variation of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). At SSO, there is a spider population consisting of a group of individuals of different sexes. Each sex has a different tendency of movement characteristics.
The basic principle of SSO is similar to PSO, where each individual can communicate with other individuals so that the entire population can obtain optimum results efficiently. The main characteristic of individuals in SSO, in general, is that the individuals are divided into a female (F) and male types. The male group was divided into dominant male (D) and non-dominant male (ND). Each F can call individual D to come closer toward F. Meanwhile; every individual D tends to be near F spiders to perform the mating procedure. Like the behavior in nature, ND groups tend to gather in areas where there are no individual D. The proportion of D and ND in a population is around 50%: 50%.
In the SSO concept, each individual has a fitness value (FV) that is informed to the entire population through the communal web. FV is the value of the effectiveness of an individual solution. In the computer world, FV can be calculated based on how close an individual is to a target/solution. One of the interesting things in SSO is that there is a unique paradigm of mating between individual F and individual D. Two individuals can mate and produce a new individual with FV resulting from a combination of individual F and individual D. If the FV results from new individuals are better than with the weakest individual's FV in the population, the weakest individual will be destroyed and replaced with a new individual. However, if a new individual does not have a better FV than the weakest individual's FV in the population, then this new individual will not survive (disappear).
In nature, the aim of one individual spider to call another individual is to mate or together attack food target (prey). A female spider can attract a dominant male spider based on the female spider's FV condition and its distance towards the male spider. In computer science, the aim of calling other individuals is to produce new individuals (alternative solutions) or to explore a possible solution jointly. Because individual F can call individual D, and each male tends to keep his distance to each other, then the possibility of trapped populations in local optimum solutions can be minimized. If there is no vibration of the call made by any individual, then each individual will be silent or move freely according to their instincts. The instinct of each individual is looking for food, where in terms of computer science, food is a parable for the target/solution. When an individual gets closer to a food source, then the individual's FV value gets higher.
The complexity of SSO arises when, in one moment, there is a group of individuals who vibrate the communal web to call other individuals. In SSO, the number of individual F is far more than individual D, where an individual D can come and mate more than 1 individual F. When there is more than 1 call in the population, the population movement algorithm needs to be designed so systematically that any wrong area neglection can be prevented. In the concept of SSO, each ND can change to D, and vice versa depending on the condition of each's FV.
SSO characteristics that can minimize the occurrence of local optimum solutions makes this algorithm is often used to solve various problems such as Artificial Neural Network Training [23] , [24] , Support-Vector-Machine Parameter Tuning [25] , [26] , Controller Design [27] - [29] , Frequency Controller [30] , Image Processing [31] , [32] , Distributed Renewable Energy [33] , Congestion Management [34] , or Anti-Islanding Protection [35] . [36] shows several international publications that have been indexed by JCR (Journal Citation Report) from 2014 to 2017. From [36] , it is shown that SSO is an algorithm that can be used to solve various problems.
B. NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION
In general, there are 3 main procedures usually conducted in SSO: calculation of fitness value, the vibrational summons of surrounding spiders, and mating procedure. Detail variety of each process depends on the type of problem being solved. In our proposed method, we enhance the basic concept of SSO as introduced on [9] and develop some novel setup and calculation to optimize SSO performance in solving the MPME problem variant discussed in this paper. The details about the enhancement will be explained in the next section. We try to emphasize the enhancement in each subsection.
Since it was first published, SSO has been used by various domains. Although SSO has now been used as an algorithm to solve a variety of problems, unfortunately, there is no comprehensive research related to the use of SSO in solving the MPME problem variant as the issue raised in this study. The MPME problem variant discussed in this study is also still being an open research issue. The enhancement of SSO to handle the topic of problems in this study certainly has its novelty aspect because a relatively new method such as SSO is developed to deal with an open research issue.
According to researches conducted using the SSO approach, there are some tuning or modifications required to produce an optimal result of the SSO algorithm for solving a specific problem. That is why although the principle of SSO is promising for solving our discussed problem, we still propose some enhancement method. In the following section, we will discuss in detail what parts of SSO we enhance and the reason behind the enhancement.
This research contributes an alternative solution to the open problem of counteracting attacks from a group of evader drones. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been any international journal publications that discuss in detail the strategies to deter evader drones' attacks against a region. Many MPME problem solution tends to deal with the ''cops and robbers'' problem. Our research to offer a new method dealing with discussed MPME problem variant surely bring novelty and contribution to the computer science field.
V. PROPOSED METHOD
Before we jump to the mathematical issue of the proposed method, we would like to highlight that the proposed method we explain here is a coordination algorithm among a group of pursuer drones P to prevent attack from a group of evader drones E toward a global target G. Thus, when we explain further about the SSO as our basic method, it means that every spider in the SSO refers to one single pursuer drone p i . We manage to explain our proposed method with the same structure of processes needed in the basic SSO approach. Please notice that in each following subsection, we will emphasize the enhancement we do to improve the SSO performance in dealing with our discussed MPME problem variant.
Although in the SSO approach, there are 3 variants of spiders: female, dominant-male, and non-dominant-male; the implementation of each variant in our pursuer drones only affects their movement behavior. Any specification of equipment, speed, or capability of each our pursuer drone is set to be the same. We do not differentiate purser drones' performance capability. We only differentiate their movement behavior.
A. SSO POPULATION INITIALIZATION
In the conventional SSO, the population of spider colonies is dominated by female spiders, which account for 65-90% of the population. For this reason, at the stage of population initialization, it is necessary to determine the number of N f that indicates the number of female spiders and the N m , which indicates the number of male spiders. The total number of spiders in the population is N . In the initialization stage, a randomization function needs to be used so that the SSO can approach the natural characteristics of spider colonies in the wild.
Equation (6) shows the basic SSO initialization for determining the number of female individuals in a population. In (6) , it appears that there is a random function that will produce a decimal number between 0.65 to 0.9, which will then be multiplied by the total number of population (N ). The floor function in (6) is used to round down the result if the result of multiplying the percentage of females and the number of individuals in the population is not an integer. Next, in (7) , the number of male individuals is calculated by reducing the entire population by the number of female spiders.
To formalized the notation, the spider population in an SSO is symbolized as S (spider), with a total of N individuals, where the S population consists of two sets, namely the female group F (female) and the male group M (male). The proposed enhancement that we do in this SSO aspect is determining the fixed percentage of female numbers in the population. In the basic SSO, as shown in (6), the percentage of Nf compared to N can be between 65% to 90%. The role of F in population is to attract dominant male spiders to move toward a female spider. Thus, if the percentage of F is low, then there will be a lot of dominant-male (D) spiders in the population that should be summoned by F. If this happens, then spider population tends to be gathered in some narrow spot around F. For the discussed MPME variant, this situation could make many areas unguarded, thus it could bring high damage potential for global target G. Meanwhile, if the proportion of F is high, there will be few D spiders that can be summoned when F is calling. If this happens, then SSO coordination will fall into the conventional MPME algorithm because the essential part of the SSO algorithm is the summoning process. Understanding the tradeoff caused by Nf, we come to an analysis that the proper proportion of Nf should be 85%. We change the basic SSO equation, as shown in (6) into (8) . We have done some preliminary experiments showing that the best performance of SSO for solving the discussed MPME problem variant is produced when the proportion of Nf compared to total population number N is 85%.
As mentioned in the basic SSO concept, male spiders are classified into two categories: dominant and non-dominant. A male spider m i is categorized as a dominant spider if the weight value of the W i spider is greater than the median weight value of the overall male spiders. If not, then male spider m i is categorized as a non-dominant male. The formulation of the decision whether a male spider m i is a dominant male spider or not can be seen in (9) and (10) . Please notice that because the weight Wi of a male spider is related to its FV, and FV value can dynamically change according to the surrounding evaders' position, then the median value of male spiders can so dynamically change too that the category of each male spider can dynamically change along with the experiment.
After the number of females in a population is determined, the next step is to place existing individuals in the search area (communal web) so that the initial position of individuals can be spread evenly and proportionally. Because F spiders have a role as spiders that can summon other D spiders, we set the F spiders' initial position in the outermost perimeter of the pursuer group. Meanwhile, we locate the male spiders in the inner perimeter. Because at the initial position, there should no evaders detected, so the median of FV for all males spiders should be 0. Thus there is no dominant male at the beginning of the initialization state. In Fig 2, the center of image represents the global target G. According to (8) and (7) , because N is 25, then Nf is 21, and Nm is 4. In Fig 2, the pink number represents female spiders F, while the blue number represents non-dominant male spider ND. In this paper, D is represented by using a green color. However, because there is no dominant spider in the initialization state, there is no green number in Fig 2. The initial position might be slightly varied according to the number of SSO population. However, in general, we put the male spiders in the inner perimeter; while we put the female spiders in the outer perimeter.
B. SSO INDIVIDUAL WEIGHTING
Each individual in SSO has a fitness value (FV), which indicates the quality of the solution obtained by an individual at a particular time. The FV value in SSO is very dependent on the domain of the problem being handled, for example, the individual's FV in a route searching problem is better when an individual gets closer to the intended target. We use the term weight(W) as an FV normalization value for each spider. The weight term is also used in the basic SSO algorithm. The FV normalization process to produce weight is shown in (11) . Each weights Wi is notated in a decimal number between 0 to 1. In (11) , FV(s i ) shows the fitness value of a spider s i from population S. Meanwhile, best s and worst s show the best and worst FV values of spiders in population S. As a mathematical equation, the best s and worst s can be notated through (12) . In SSO, the greater the Wi indicates the better the quality of the solution owned by an individual s i .
We do not modify the calculation process of each spider's weight. The equation (11) and (12) are equations used in the basic SSO method. What we do develop is the calculation method to measure FV of a spider, as will be discussed in the following passage. In the case of capturing an evader drone, a pursuer drone has a higher weight when it is closer to an evader. Therefore, the FV value will be higher when the distance between a pursuer and an evader is getting smaller. In 3D space, the distance between two objects (ds) is the resultant vector of the distance between the x-axis (dx), y-axis (dy), and z-axis (dz). The direction of the three axes in this research can be seen in 
From Fig 4, if the center of the axis is the location of a spider, then the distance of an evader from the spider (ds) can be calculated using the resultant vector formula in (13) . Because the weight value of a spider is inversely proportional to the distance between the spider and the target, then to calculate the FV of an individual, we propose the formula stated in (14) to be used. In (14) , the FV value is calculated as the inverse distance between individuals and targets. This formula is quite simple and represents the characteristics of the problem being studied.
FV
If a spider detects more than 1 target around it, then, of course, the FV should also increase because this situation indicates that there are many preys around a spider. Thus if there are k targets around the individual s i , then we propose total FV (s i ) in (14) to be modified into (15) . By using (15) , the calculation formula FV (s i ) can be more proportionate to the number of targets faced by an individual s i .
C. SSO VIBRATION MODELLING
As explained earlier, each individual in SSO can communicate using vibrations propagated through the communal web. In SSO, there are 3 types of vibrations that affect the movements of an individual s i , which are: 1) Vibration from the closest individual with a weight greater than s i (Vibc i : vibration that is closest to s i ). VOLUME 8, 2020 This vibration is felt by s i and is produced by another individual s c , no matter whether male or female, where s c is the closest individual to the s i who has weight W c > W i . 2) Vibration from the individual with the best FV (Vibb i : vibration from the best spider). This vibration is felt by s i and is produced by another individual, no matter whether male or female, where W b = best s . 3) Vibration from the closest female (Vibf i : vibration from the closest female to s i ). This vibration is only produced by female spiders to attract male spiders to approach themselves. This vibration only affects the male spider. This vibration is felt by s i and is produced by female spider s f , who is the closest female to s i . Like the characteristics of the intensity of the waves, the farther the center of vibration from an individual, the smaller the vibration will be felt. In SSO, to reduce the vibration felt by the individual s i due to the vibration of the individual s j , the weight of the s j will be reduced by using some division scaling factor powered by Squared Straight Line Distance (SSLD) between the position of s i and s j . Equation (16) shows the SSLD formula between two individual s i and s j . Please notice that in (16) , each individual is placed in a 3D space of communal web with coordinates in the form of (x, y, z) axes, where respectively s i.x , s i.y , s i.z denotes the coordinate points of s i on the x, y, and z axis. (16) In SSO, for the same distance, the greater the vibration value produced by s j towards s i , the greater the impact of the vibration for the s i . The formulas of vibrations found in basic SSO can be seen in (17), (18) , (19) , which respectively formulate various vibrations that have been previously described. Please notice that in (17), (18) , (19) , for the same magnitude of vibration value, the farther the distance of s j vibration sources from an individual s i , the smaller the vibrations felt by s i due to the e SSLDi,j scaling factor.
Although the e SSLDi,j scaling factor seems proportional in reducing the vibrational effect from an individual, we analyze that the scaling factor tends to make the vibrational factor become 0 even when the distance between a spider toward a vibration source is near. If this happens, then the vibrational factor seems useless. Thus, to optimize this factor for utilizing the SSO algorithm in solving the discussed MPME problem, we propose some different scaling factors to enhance the computational resource to measure vibrational factor impact from individuals. We remove the use of exponential factor e. We propose (20) , (21) , and (22), respectively, to enhance the (17), (18) , (19) . The reason behind this decision is because we analyze that the use of power function towards e brings unnecessary computational resources. We consider that using SSLD itself as a scaling factor is quiet represents the proportionality of distance factor towards the vibrational effect of a spider. In general, we propose the vibrational factor of a spider s j towards spider s i as a division of weight s j (W j ) by the SSLD between the two spiders. Fig 5 shows an illustration of various vibrations that possibly exist in SSO. In Fig 5, please focus the observation on the black spider s i . In Fig 5, the black spider indicates the sex of the spider does not need to be considered because it does not affect the computation of SSO algorithm. The spider has a Wi weight of 0.55. To find Vibc i felt by s i , it is necessary to determine in advance the closest spider from s i that has a weight greater than the weight of the s i . Notice in Fig 5 that the closest spider to s i is ND1. However, because W ND1 is no greater than W i , the vibration of ND1 is not considered by s i as Vib c . Thus, we move to the next closest spider from s i , i.e. s c , where W c is 0.6, which means it is greater than W i . Because s c meets the criteria, Vibc i for the case in closest female spider to s i is f 3 . Therefore, the Vibf i vibration felt by s i in Fig 5 is produced by f 3 .
D. SSO INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENT DECISION
In order not to be easily trapped in the local optimum solution, every individual in the SSO has different movement characteristics depending on the sex of a spider. In general SSO, female spiders are not affected by Vibf. The female spider f i is only affected by the vibrations of Vibc i and Vibb i . On another hand, dominant male spiders are affected only by Vibf; while non-dominant male spiders are not affected by any vibrational factor. SSO individual movement is the most crucial factor in SSO algorithm performance. The main enhancement we propose lies in this aspect. For each spider sex in SSO, we propose some enhancement to their movement algorithm.
As a common assumption used on MPME theoretical research, each pursuer can detect the precise position (coordinate) of evaders when the evaders are in the pursuer's detection range. As shown in Fig 6, each pursuer has 3 different ranges around its location. Assume the center of Fig 6 rep resents the position of a pursuer. R2 represents the detection range of a pursuer. Any evaders' that are located inside this region can be accurately detected. Meanwhile, R1 refers to the capture range of a pursuer. It is similar to r capture in (5) . The pursuer will automatically capture every evader located inside the R1 region. The last region of a pursuer is R3. R3 represents the limit of a pursuer's detection range. A pursuer cannot detect any evader in the R3 region because the distance is too far. We also use this common approach for our proposed method.
1) FEMALE SPIDER MOVEMENT
In the basic SSO algorithm, female spiders move according to (23) , where f k i denotes the position of female spider f i in k th iteration, while α, β, and δ are random numbers between (0,1). In (23), besides Vibb i and Vibc i , a female spider movement is affected by some internal factors. First is the tendency towards stimulus factors. This factor determines whether a female spider tends to move closer to a stimulus, or she moves away from a stimulus. This factor is denoted as different ''+'' (plus) and ''-'' (minus) signs in (23) . In the basic SSO, this factor is determined randomly with some probability factor PF. The basic SSO algorithm will generate a random value between 0 and 1; then, if the value is lower than PF, the female spider is designed to move towards a stimulus. Otherwise, the female spider moves away from a stimulus. This factor is designed to imitate the hormonal-like factor of a female spider. The second factor is designed to imitate the instinct-like factor of a female spider. This factor is notated as a random factor in (23) . According to (23) , the female spider movement is affected by some random factor. In the basic SSO algorithm, this random factor is designed to prevent a female spider to be trapped in some local optimum solution.
We propose some enhancement to the basic SSO female spider movement in (23) . We analyze that the hormonal-like factor seems to make the performance of female spiders might be lower because female spiders are sometimes allowed to move away from a stimulus. Whereas in the discussed MPME problem variant, when vibration from a spider is high, it indicates that there are many evaders around the spider. Thus, other spiders should move toward the vibration source to capture more evaders. By using this consideration, in our proposed method, we drop the use of the hormonal-like factor and set each spider should move toward stimuli she feels.
The next enhancement we propose in SSO female spider movement is by replacing the random instinct-like factor of a female spider with a calculated external factor based on detected preys' location. We introduce the term of UnVec prey as a parameter to be considered by a female spider when making a move. UnVec prey represents the unit vector towards a free-and-nearest prey from a spider. It is related to the position of the closest target around an individual. We propose a mechanism where an individual tends to get closer to its nearest target. It is similar to spider's nature, which is more likely to move toward the nearest food or prey trapped in the communal web.
To prevent the wasteful resource allocation of available spiders, we manage to avoid sieging maneuvers conducted by the spiders. We tend to prevent different spiders from being attracted by the same UnVec prey source. Thus, we use the term e cl(i) as the evader producing UnVec prey to a spider s i . We use e cl to notate the closest evader that is not being chased by any other pursuer. Because each pursuer can know the exact position of an evader (when the evader is inside R2 region of Fig 6) , every pursuer can communicate with each other to mark which evader is being chased by which pursuer. After determining the e cl of a spider s i , we calculate UnVec prey by using (24) . UnVec prey is calculated as the vector difference between the location of a spider (s i ) and its e cl location.
The last factor we enhance for female spider movement is the values of α, β, and δ in (23) . In basic SSO, these values are set to be a random number between (0,1). We analyze that making these values random creates inconsistent behavior of female spiders' movement. Although setting these values as random numbers might bring female spiders not being trapped in local optimum, we consider this value should be some constant numbers because it will make female spider movement performance more stable. However, because we remove the use of random instinct factor, we do not use any δ variable. As a summary of our enhanced female spider movement, we formulate our proposed enhancement method as (25) to replace (23) , where the values of α and β are constant and will be mentioned in the experiment results section.
Please notice that we use a different paradigm to define the female spiders' movement formula. Instead of defining the exact position of a spider in the next iteration, we define the next position of a spider as a vector resultant. Every spider s i has a speed v i . Thus, the position of a female spider in the next iteration is determined by the unit vector direction it wants to conduct multiplied by the speed it has. In this research, we use ''<>'' notation to inform the reader that we need to calculate the unit vector of the vector resultant inside the symbol.
2) DOMINANT MALE SPIDER MOVEMENT
In the basic SSO algorithm, a Dominant-Male (D) spider m i 's movement is affected only by Vibf i as shown in (26), where α and δ are random numbers between (0, 1). In (26) , m k i represents the position of dominant male spider m i in the k th iteration. In the basic SSO, a dominant-male spider tends to come closer to a female spider. To optimize the SSO performance, we replace this characteristic by managing a dominant male spider m i to come to the female spider with the highest vibrational effect to m i . We call this female spider as f best i . Please notice that f best i might be different from the best spider s b because in calculating vibration, the distance between two spiders holds a big impact.
Similar to female spiders' characteristics, in basic SSO, D spiders' movement is also affected by some random instinct-like factor. We consider this D random instinct-like factor as an unnecessary factor. So, with a similar analysis for the enhancement of female spiders' movement, we replace the instinct-like factor with UnVec prey factor, as shown in (24) . As a result, we change the basic SSO dominant male formula (26) to (27) , where we remove the use of α and δ.
3) NON-DOMINANT MALE SPIDER MOVEMENT
The role of Non-Dominant male (ND) spiders in the basic SSO is to guard the region in the communal web, which is not occupied by any female or dominant male spider.ND spiders work as an anticipation plan to catch solitary preys which are not gathered with their hordes. The general movement of ND spiders is shown in (28) , where α is a random number between (0, 1). Generally speaking, each ND spider tends to gather in the central position of every ND spider by also considering the weight of each ND spider.
According to (28) , there is no other factor affecting the movement of ND spiders besides the parameters of each ND spiders. In the basic SSO algorithm, this ND movement is managed not to be affected by other types of spiders. There is a benefit by using this approach, which is ND movements tend to be independent; thus, ND spiders are hoped to be occupied in the necessary area. Nevertheless, different from the basic SSO principle, we analyze that making ND spiders independent potentially brings a critical drawback, which is they cannot adapt their position to what is happening in the communal web.
As an enhancement, in this research, we propose a new behavior of ND as shown in (29) where m k i represents the position of a non-dominant male spider m i in the k th iteration. Because we try to solve the MPME problem variant where the evaders manage to attack a global target G, we propose the use of non-dominant spiders as the last-perimeter of G defenders. We set the stand by location of ND spiders near to G. If there are some evaders successfully manage to come near to G, the ND spiders will try to chase the evaders, starting from the closest one. We use the term of e nd(i) cl as the term of closest evader to an ND spider m i . ND spider ignores whether e nd(i) cl is being chased by another pursuer. As long as there is an evader near to G, ND will chase it. The position of e nd(i) cl is notated as X nd(i) cl in (29) . If by any chance there are many evaders are located near to G, there is a possibility where ND spiders' FV increase significantly and raise above FV median of male spiders. If this happens, the ND spiders will change the role to be D spiders and use the dominant spider movement algorithm.
E. SSO MATING PROCESS
→ One interesting procedure in SSO is the mating process between dominant male (D) and female (F) spiders. In the basic SSO, 1 spider D can mate more than 1 spider F. When the mating stage is carried out, the characteristics of the new generation are a mixed combination of the parameters held by both parents. Let's say a new individual s new is produced from the mating of D parent and F parent . If each spider has n parameters p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n , where p k (s i ) represents the k thparameter value of the individual s i , then the value of each parameter in the new individual s new can be written according to equation (30) . These p k parameters could be a spider position on the x-axis, y-axis, z-axis, a spider speed, etc. Note that the new individual parameter is a mixed collaboration of the parameters of the female parent or dominant male parent. 
When all new individual s new parameters have been produced, the fitness function is run to calculate the FV of the new individual. If this FV is higher than the weakest individual FV in the population, then the weakest individual will be destroyed and the new individual will have the same sex as the weakest individual who has just been destroyed. However, if the FV of this new individual is no better than the weakest individual FV, then this new individual will be immediately destroyed when it has just been produced.
For some researches using SSO as its solution algorithm, the SSO mating process might bring some good benefits because this procedure can replace the weakest individual with the better one. However, this approach cannot be conducted in this research MPME problem variant because it is impossible to destroy a pursuer drone when chasing evaders. One approach that seems appropriate to replace the destruction step of the weakest individual is by moving the weakest individual to the position of ''new-born'' individual. However, this step might consume time. Besides, we analyze that this step can be substituted with the summoning process produced by vibration factors. Thus, in this enhancement method, we ignore and exclude the SSO mating process.
VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS A. BASIC CONFIGURATION
We implement our proposed method in a 3D-simulator using Unity Engine, where the basic environment module can be downloaded from https://unitylist.com/p/hcm/. Fig 7 shows the general interface of our simulator environment. In our simulator, the physical appearance of each drone agent is similar, regardless of whether it is a pursuer or an evader. The only difference between pursuers and evaders is located in their color. Fig 8 shows the sample difference of the agents we use. The physical body of an evader is colored with The colors in our simulator mini-map also represent the agents in our simulation environment: brown for evaders, pink for female spiders, green for dominant male spiders, and blue for non-dominant male spiders. In our mini-map, there is a little red-white-black circle at the center of mini-map. This circle represents the coordinate of evaders' global target G. In our simulator, for each iteration, every agent can move up to 0.5 distance units. Meanwhile, evaders' damage range r damage in (1) is set to be 10 units. From the pursuers side, every pursuer has r capture (R1) set to be 2 units. Meanwhile, the pursuer detection range (R2) is set to be the same as r damage , which is 10 units. Our mini-map is taken using a sky view approach; it means the bigger circle of an agent in our mini-map, the higher its position from the ground is.
To prevent the situation where pursuer drones lured to move too far from global target G, we determine the maximum range of search space for each pursuer. We set the maximum search range for female and dominant male spiders as 2 times of r damage , while the maximum range of search space for non-dominant males is set to be twice of r capture . If by any chance, a pursuer is located outside its maximum range, the pursuer will move towards G position until the pursuer gets inside its maximum range. In our experiment, G is only represented as a coordinate. It is represented as a 3-color ball (red-white-black) in the sky. Because the R2 region of each pursuer is set to be 10 distance units, the height variety of every agent in our experiment is set around ± 5 units (above and below) from our global target G's height.
B. BEHAVIOR OF EVADER DRONES
The behavior of evader drones surely influences the performance of pursuer drones in handling attacks from evaders. There can be a lot of variants for this movement. The more complicated the evaders' movement strategy, the more Damage accum they probably can produce. Evaders drone may conduct some runaway maneuvers from pursuers. However, this cannot bring any benefit for the evaders because the evaders tend to get farther from global target G. The farther an evader from G, the less its probability to conduct damage towards G.
Because the problem variant discussed in this paper is about evader drones conducting a kamikaze-like attack to a global target G, we remove evaders' capability to run away from pursuers. Every evader moves directly to a global target G without considering the location of pursuer drones. Although this movement seems straightforward, handling this maneuver is quite difficult, especially when the number of evaders is high. As shown in Fig 9, there are many brown evaders in front of some pursuers. Handling  Fig 9 situation effectively surely requires a sophisticated approach.
The formula of evader drones' movement is shown in (31) , where x j e(t) represents the position of evader e j at iteration t, meanwhile v j e represents the speed of evader e j . In each iteration, every evader e j moves directly in the constant height towards the global target G position. When evader e j reaches a position where it is near to G, it moves directly to G. Every pursuer doesn't know evaders' maneuver. Each pursuer can only detect the existence of evaders in the pursuer's limited detection range. Every evader cannot collide to any pursuer and the evaders are not programmed to attack any pursuer. The only objective evaders have is getting closer to G as soon as possible then perform attacks to G.
There are two main formation evaders conduct in this research, as shown in Fig 10. First is an arrow-like formation that imitates the shape of the triangle group. This formation is shown on the left side and right side of Fig 10. The second formation is a rectangle-like formation, as shown in the upside and downside of Fig 10. In each formation, every evader has varied altitudes. In the initialization step, the nearest evader is located in 40 distance units from global target G. We use these two formations because this formation can represent the possible basic formation of swarm evader drones when attacking a global target. We do not use an arbitrary-formation because the consistency for this formation handling is hard to be measured.
C. EXPERIMENT PARAMETER
In this research, we propose an optimization algorithm for solving a problem variant of MPME. Thus, to measure the effectiveness of our proposed method, we compare our proposed method with other methods for solving the discussed MPME problem variant. We use 3 methods for comparison. Table 1 describes the maneuver conducted in each of our comparison methods. To the best of our knowledge, there is no open-source method that comprehensively discusses the code to handle the MPME problem variant raised in this research. For that case, we develop our comparison method as objective as possible.
Because we use comparison-method as our basis measurement approach, the behavior of evader drones does not affect the comparison results. If the evader drones' movement gets more complicated, the performance result of our proposed method and the basis-comparison method will become lower. Thus, by using only one evader drones' movement behavior, as explained previously, the performance analysis of the proposed method is sufficient.
As described in the problem formulation and research scope sections, we use two parameters to measure our proposed method performance: Damage accum and iteration time. Iteration time starts at time t = 1 where every agent is located in its initial positions as described earlier. Iteration time stops at t end when there is no evader in the simulation environment. If two methods perform the same Damage accum , then a method with less t end indicates that the method performs better than another. Because of this parameter, we do not program each evader to perform a hiding maneuver because it could bring bias to our performance measurement.
We do not use the success rate as our parameter because, at the end of each experiment, every method should capture all the evaders because the evaders do not try to run away from any pursuer. The success rate in each of our experiments is always 100%. According to our problem domain, the success rate is not quite relevant to be used as a measurement parameter because what this problem domain needs is how to minimize the damage caused by evaders. We do not use travel-distance either as our measurement parameter because of this problem domain concern.
The main parameter used as our performance measurement is Damage accum . It directly indicates how much damage a global target G receives from evaders' attack. To gain comprehensive results about this parameter, we conduct varied cases for the number of pursuers and evaders involved in each experiment. The following section will describe the variety of experiments we conduct. Because the MPME problem is a dynamic problem, where each agent involved can conduct different movements in every experiment, we repeat simulation for each case up to 10 times then calculate the average results as our measurement value.
Because in (25) we use α and β as multiplying factors for vibrational effect, where the final multiplication result should be in the form of a unit vector; thus, the exact value of α and β does not matter. The important thing about this parameter is the comparison value between the two of them. Because we consider that many evaders should surround the best spider, we set the value of β with a 3 times value of α. If the distance of best spider s b is too far from a spider s i , of course, the impact of β is neglectable. Table 2 contains the summary of values we use in our simulation. The result of our simulation is discussed in the next section. Table 3 and Table 4 describe the experiment results we obtain from our simulation. Please remember that the values written in both tables are calculated from the mean values of each aspect after experimenting with each case for 10 repetitions. The more detail value for data in Table 3 can be observed in Table 5 and Table 6 . Meanwhile, the more detail value for data in Table 4 can be observed in Table 7 and Table 8 .
D. EXPERIMENT RESULT
Please notice that the number of pursuers and evaders in Table 5 - Table 8 is similar to the number of pursuers and evaders in Table 3 and Table 4 for each case number. For readability easiness, we round the values in Table 3 -Table 8 except for the value of standard deviation. In our analysis section, we focus our discussion on Table 3 and Table 4 data. Fig 11 and Fig 12 show the plot of each method's performance measured from the mean of Damage accum aspect and iteration time parameters. For each parameter, the less value produced by a method, the better performance the method has. According to our experiment, in general, the proposed method performs better than the other compared methods.
E. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
According to data shown in the previous section, there are two main parameters we can analyze for performance measurement. First is damage accumulation (Damage accum ), and second is iteration time (t). For Damage accum parameter, we can analyze that our proposed method mostly performs better than the other algorithms. Our proposed method is only outperformed by Switching Target (ST) algorithm in case 3. Meanwhile, our proposed method is also outperformed by Brute Force (BF) algorithm in case 1. We analyze the reason behind this is because the number of pursuers is still low, which is only 20. According to our experiment, when the number of pursuers increases, the proposed method's performance result becomes higher. As explained earlier, the basic approach of our proposed method relies on the coordination among pursuers (spiders). Thus, when the number of pursuers is not so high, the coordination effectiveness of the proposed method is not so high either. When the number of the pursuers is high, the performance of our proposed method is good. We realize that we have not compared our proposed method with any other methods beyond our authors' design. However, the compared methods used in the authors' experiment can generally reflect the foundation methods available to handle the MPME problem variant discussed in this paper. The WD, BF, and ST algorithms are the basic principle of any possible algorithms used for solving the discussed MPME problem. Thus, comparing our proposed method with these algorithms is technically sufficient as an objective performance measurement approach.
The use of ND spiders as the last perimeter defender contributes significantly to our proposed method. When there are some evaders successfully infiltrate to the near global target G, these ND spiders can be used to capture the evaders. Enhancement on female and dominant-male spiders in holistic also contributes to our good performance. Mathematically speaking, we introduce some new equations to be used as SSO enhancement for solving the discussed MPME problem variant. Thus, in general, we can state that the proposed method brings novelty to the computer science research field, where it produces a magnificent result.
From the iteration time parameter, our experiment results show that there are no significant differences among all compared methods for each case. It means that the proposed method does not significantly affect the time needed for pursuers to catch evaders. Because the pursuers in the proposed method conduct a distributed algorithm, the computational load among the pursuers is evenly shared. If we relate the iteration time with the energy used for capturing evaders, we can conclude that the proposed method does not increase energy consumption significantly to capture all evaders. In some cases, the proposed method even decreases the iteration time. We understand that there are some other factors related to energy consumption calculation. Nevertheless, we provide iteration time as a basic parameter to predict the energy raising needed by the proposed method to perform the proposed algorithm.
Because the main parameter used for the performance evaluation is Damage accum , we want to highlight the experiment results for this parameter. According to our experiment in Table 3 , some data show our proposed method outperforms the other algorithms. Here, we ignore the result of Case 4 in Table 3 because the value of each method is around 0. Case 10 shows that our proposed method reduces the Damage accum of WD algorithm up to 95%. Case 10 also shows that our proposed method reduces Damage accum of BF algorithm up to 92%. Meanwhile, Case 5 shows that our proposed method can reduce Damage accum of ST algorithm up to 63%. The reduced percentage of Damage accum produced by our method depends on the number of pursuers and evaders involved in the experiment.
Although the problem domain exposed in this paper is related to a dynamic environment, we realize that the experiment result may be varied in each repetition for the same case. That is why we repeat the experiment in each case for 10 times of repetition. Because our experiment results have created a pattern showing that our proposed method has a stable improvement when the number of pursuers has been high, we can conclude that our proposed method brings a significant novelty to the computer science research field.
VII. CONCLUSION
that our proposed method brings a novelty to the computer science research field.
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